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ESV Slimline Bible
$7

The Goodness
 of God
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ESV Slimline Bible
Highly affordable at $7, it retains many of the popular features that people have come to appreciate and expect 
from the original Thinline—including quality TruTone covers and a helpful 
concordance—all in a portable format that is less than one inch thick. 
Containing the same complete ESV text in readable type, the Value 
Thinline Bible offers the highest value for a thinline Bible at the best price.

Size: 5.375" x 8.375"
Easy-to-read 8.2-point type
1,088 pages
Less than 1" thick
Double-column format with black letter text
30-page concordance
Free ESV Bible Resources software offer included

$7

The Goodness of God
For James - Part 1 - Trials and Temptations, we are featuring The Goodness of God by Randy Alcorn.  This is 
an excellent and readable book dealing with the problem of suffering 
and pain to supplement what we are learning in the first portion of the 
book of James.  

Alcorn avoids superficial or sentimental responses, and instead presses 
forward boldly to explore all the troubling doubts and questions that 
agitate within us when we confront suffering and evil. The issues are far 
from simple, the answers far from easy—but Alcorn shows how the way 
of suffering—a path that Jesus himself followed more than anyone else
—can ultimately become a journey into wholeness and even logic-
defying joy.

Product Detail
• Hardcover
• 128 pages

$8
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The Mysteries of Heaven - Audio CD Album
Hebrews 6 considers teachings about life after death and the reality of eternal judgment to be some of the 
elementary doctrines of the Christian faith. Yet, most Christians know very little about what lies beyond death’s 
door. 

In The Mysteries of Heaven, Pastor Kurt Trucksess brings clarity to 
mysteries beyond the grave. In this series, we learn how our earthly life 
magnifies either the joy of heaven or the tragedy of hell. We discover an 
amazing time when heaven becomes better. We learn when God will give 
us real, tangible bodies that will not age. We tackle the perplexing problem 
of the millennium, the thousand year reign of Christ on earth. This series 
also teaches us where to find hope when someone we loves dies. Two 
messages handle questions the church submitted about life after death.

The Mysteries of Heaven is a practical teaching that paints a 
captivating picture of heaven, motivates us to live for things of eternal 
value, and casts a vision of the glory that await God’s children when their 
life’s work is complete.

Series Contents - 13 Audio CD's - $15

• Why Study Heaven?
• One Minute After You Die
• When Heaven Gets Better
• The New Jerusalem
• A Better Body
• Hell

• Eternal Rewards
• The Millennium
• Those Who Can’t Believe
• Overcoming Grief
• Questions About Heaven
• More Questions About Heaven
• The Hope of Heaven

Christmas from the Book of Revelation - Audio CD Album
There is no more Christ exalting book than Revelation. Jesus drips 
from every paragraph. Christmas from the Book of Revelation reveals 
why the Lamb of God is the never-ending focus of worship. It 
explains why history can only be culminated by Christ. Along the way, 
we discover why God gave us passions for sports to teach us about 
worship. We learn why Christians suffer on earth and how God uses 
our suffering as his chosen method to reach the nations with the 
gospel. 

Each message begins with interpretive grids for understanding this 
complex book. Like Benjamin Franklin glasses from the movie, 
“National Treasure,” these grids help us to see what God wants us to 
know. Grids include: the theme behind apocalyptic literature, how to 
understand the bizarreness of Revelation’s images, the difference between a letter and an apocalypse 
and the meaning behind key numbers in Bible.

Series Contents - 4 Audio CD's - $7

• Revelation 5 - The Triumph of the Lamb
• Revelation 5 - The Lamb and the Nations

• Revelation 12 - The Lamb and the Dragon
• BONUS MESSAGE - Christmas Eve 2010 - 

King Jesus
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Doctrine - Audio CD Album
In, Doctrine - What Do We Believe?, Pastor Kurt Trucksess teaches eleven basics of the Christian faith 
as articulated by the 2008 revision of the Evangelical Free Church 
Statement of Faith. In this series, we learn the nature of God. We 
discover why we can trust our Bible. Using the lens of Scripture, the 
scope of our sin and the grace offered to us through Christ is 
revealed. The center of the series provides extensive teaching on 
Christ’s identity and work, the hinge upon which the Christian faith 
turns. Focusing on the Christian life, the teachings on the Holy Spirit 
and Christian Living teach how to overcome persistent sin and 
discover the joy God offers as we walk with him. The series 
completes by painting a picture of the eternal destinies of mankind 
when Christ returns. 
The Doctrine series is guaranteed to challenge your heart and your 
mind. While rich in theology, using a no-holds-barred teaching style 
that is seasoned with stories and humor, Kurt will keep you engaged 
while you learn the basics of the faith.

Series Contents - 11 Audio CD's - $15
• God
• The Bible
• The Human Condition
• Jesus Christ
• Christ's Death
• Christ's Resurrection

• The Holy Spirit
• The Church
• Christian Living
• Christ’s Return
• Response and Destiny

Reasons to Believe Your Bible - Audio CD Album 
In Reasons to Believe Your Bible, we learn Christians aren’t 
expected to check their brains at the door. Rather, our mind 
should feed our faith. In Logical Reasons, we discover how the all-
or-nothing claims of the Bible don’t allow us to consider it just a 
good book. In Historical Reasons and Prophetic Reasons, we look 
at the Bible’s solid connection with history. In Scientific Reasons, 
we wrestle with the Genesis account of creation versus the theory 
of evolution taught in high school biology. In Providential Reasons, 
we interact with Dan Brown’s novel, The DaVinci Code, to learn 
the true story of how the books in our Bible were collected into the 
Bible we hold today. In Personal Reasons, we discover the unique 
transforming power of the Bible to change our lives.

Series Contents - 8 Audio CD's - $15

• Logical Reasons
• Historical Reasons
• Prophetic Reasons
• Christological Reasons

• Scientific Reasons
• Providential Reasons
• Personal Reasons
• Archaeology and the Bible - Dr. Tom Tribelhorn
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